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ustainable Lafayette will be
hosting its sixth annual summer
film series at the Lafayette Library
& Learning Center, featuring recently released documentaries and
short films. This year’s film selections focus on clean energy, land
preservation, East Bay trail restoration, the Grand Canyon, bicycle
travel, and sustainable ranching.
The series opens on July 12, continues on July 26 and concludes on
August 2. All movies will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Community Hall of
the Lafayette library, 3491 Mt Diablo Blvd. in Lafayette.
The films are as follows:
“Catching the Sun” – Tuesday,
July 12
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Theater View
Veterinary Clinic
Theater View
Veterinary Clinic,
owned by
Dr. Laurie Langfold,
is excited to
announce a new
addition.
Dr. Amelia Ausman
has joined our team.
Come check us out.

An unemployed American
worker, a Tea Party activist, and a
Chinese solar entrepreneur race to
lead the clean energy future. But
who wins and who loses the battle for power in the 21st century?
Through the stories of workers and
entrepreneurs in the U.S. and China, “Catching the Sun” captures
the global race to lead the clean
energy future. Their successes and
failures speak to one of the biggest
questions of our time: will the U.S.
actually be able to build a clean energy economy?
Actor/activist Mark Ruffalo
says this about the film: “An eyeopening look at workers and entrepreneurs on the forefront of the
clean energy movement that will

transform and enliven the way you
see the future. What is clear is the
wonderful opportunity the transition to clean energy represents.”
(75 minutes)
“Rebels with a Cause” –
Tuesday, July 26

This is the story of a regional
California effort that grew into an
astonishing system of fourteen
National Seashores - the result of
garden clubs, ranchers, farmers,
conservationists, politicians from
both parties, widows, and volunteers working together through
compromise and negotiation, with
the American public coming up as
the winner.
It’s a fascinating example of
a hard fought campaign to preserve something important to all
of us - our public land. And it is a
powerful tool to illustrate that the
personal is political, and the local
is global. “Rebels” is a feel-good
cinematic experience that conveys
an inspiring truth about how ordinary individuals have the power to
change the rules. (74 minutes)
Four Short Films – Tuesday,
August 2
“Trailhead” – A documentary

Bee Stings Can Be a Painful Part of Summer
By Cathy Dausman
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film project from OaklandTrails.
org about the magnificent trail system that covers most of the East
Bay. (20 minutes)
“Martin’s Boat” – Martin believed the best way for people to
understand the importance of preserving the Grand Canyon was to
have them experience this secret
world from the river – but not in
just any boat. (24 minutes)
“Comes with Baggage” – A
lighthearted history of bicycle travel in the Americas that makes you
want to sell your possessions, quit
your job and escape on a bike. (18
minutes)
“Soil Carbon Cowboys” –
These ranchers have learned how
to regenerate their soils while making their animals healthier and their
operations more profitable. (13
minutes)
A $10 donation is requested,
with $5 for students. Cookies,
snacks, coffee and beverages will
be served.
Visit www.sustainablelafayette.
org for more information.
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ummer is a time of lazy, hazy,
crazy days as Nat King Cole
once sang. But going barefoot in
the park or poolside might include
an unwanted rebuke from a fuzzy
flying insect known as the honey
bee.
Bee stings, as well as stings
from other animals often mistaken
for the honey bee (hornets, wasps
and yellow jackets, for example),
contain a small amount of venom
that causes a local toxic reaction in
all people and an allergic reaction
in those previously sensitized. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention thousands
of people are stung by insects each
year, while an estimated 90 to 100
people in the United States die as a
result of allergic reactions.
Here is the buzz on how to
avoid getting stung, and what to do
if stung:
European honey bees are not
native to North America but have
wholeheartedly adapted to this continent. As the sun warms their hive,
they’re out for the day gathering
pollen, searching for sweets to convert into honey. It takes two million
flower visits to produce a pound
of honey. Normally single-minded
enough to allow curious humans to
approach if they remain calm and
quiet, a bee can be distracted by
the presence of sweet drinks, fruit
or food stains on clothing. They

may also mistake your loose hair
for a honey-stealing furry animal,
so wearing a hat could help. Bees
trapped inside straws, soda cans,
under morsels of food, under clothing or underfoot quickly object and
make their presence known.
A small stinger at the wound
site confirms the culprit was a honey bee. Bees sting once, lose their
barbed stingers and die within 15
or 20 minutes; hornets, wasps and
yellow jackets are repeat offenders
who retain their stingers. MoragaOrinda Fire District firefighterparamedic Jeff Keena says the frequency of bee stings does pick up
this time of year, although MOFD
is usually involved only when the
victim has a moderate to severe
reaction. Symptoms of such a reaction may include swelling of the
lips, eyes or throat, elevated heart
rate, nausea, wheezing or difficulty
breathing. If this happens, call 911.
Paramedics and those with serious
allergies carry what Keena calls the
“big ticket” item — epinephrine;
which when administered brings
relief within 60 seconds.
If the bee sting reaction is confined to the site and consists only
of a mild rash or itching, first aid
treatment is to move away from
where the sting occurred, remove
the stinger by scraping it out (a
credit card works well), washing
the wound area, applying ice and

treating it with over the counter
medications like antihistamines or
aspirin substitute.
Dogs as well as humans are at
risk for bee stings. Moraga’s Nancy
Bennett has both a husband and a
dog with known bee allergies.
“Peter (Bennett’s husband)
keeps an epi-pen, and Snowball
(their golden retriever) had difficulty breathing after getting stung.
We had to take him (Snowball) to
the vet,” she said. Dogs are usually stung on their nose or paws,
said Four Seasons Animal Hospital
veterinarian Dana Schaffer. A stung
dog may try to rub the affected
area, and may develop swelling or
pain around its muzzle. Dogs, too,
can be treated with epinephrine,
but the dosage must be prescribed
by a vet and administered by owners only after proper instruction.
Schaffer suggests those who plan to
hike with their dog off leash carry
a proper dosage of antihistamine
prescribed by a vet for Rover. She
recommends that any dog who has
been stung be taken to the vet.
Beekeeper Rusty Burlew says
that the sting from a European honey bee packs a punch. The blogger,
columnist, speaker and director of
the Native Bee Conservancy has
been called as an expert witness in
alleged bee sting court cases. She
says honey bees often get a bad rap,
having been confused with yellow
jackets or wasps, whose population
swells in the fall. Honey bees are
drawn mostly to nectar and pollen
while yellow jackets and wasps are
carnivores who feed on the insects
surrounding fallen, rotting fruit.
That is why Burlew suggests those
with bee allergies avoid orchards in
the fall, when yellow jackets and
wasps are out in full force. In those
cases, Burlew says it’s almost always a wasp that stings.”
For more information, visit
these websites: www.honeybeesuite.com;
www.diablobees.
org,
www.veterinarypartner.
com, www.insects.about.com/od/
antsbeeswasps/a/10-tips-to-avoidbee-stings.htm

